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auto rifle.
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Today at the International Shot Show 2020, taking place in Las Vegas, Phoenix Weaponry 
showcased its Anvil RTH signature series of precision design rifles. Aaron Cayce the owner 
of Phoenix Weaponry speaking from his booth at the Shot Show said: “It has been amazing 
the reception the rifle has received. People see the rifle on a tri-pod mount and just stop in 
their tracks to see the rifle. There is nothing out there that comes close to the design and 
precision of the Anvil semi-auto rifle.”

The Anvil is a semi-auto that comes in many calibers, ranging from 6.5 Creedmoor to 308 
Win. Its carbon fiber hexagon stock is an eye catcher and the barrel mounts a titanium 
muzzle break. The trigger is adjustable and polished to deliver a crisp break when pulled. 
It can hit a dime at 100 yards all day long then reach out to 1500 yards with little effort. 
The customer picks the color and the caliber. 

Its buttstock is amazing and fully adjustable it looks like a component from a fighter jet. 
The rifle when shot has a recoil similar to a .22 caliber rifle. It is very light and allows the 
rifleperson to stay on his scope and never miss their sight picture.

The rifle was a multi-year collaboration between Phoenix Weaponry and Ralph Hicks the 
author of Fundamentals of Long Distance Shooting. Aaron and Ralph perfected what has 
to be the best looking and the best performing rifle on the market. 

The Anvil looks like the Ferrari of rifles. 

Phoenix Weaponry is more than your average firearm manufacture, they train in conceal 
carry use of all forms of firearms, including fully automatic firearms as a Class 3 license 
holder, they have some of the best gunsmiths in the country and often produce top hunting 
and competition bolt and semi-auto rifles. They also custom build rifles and pistols to meet 



their customers needs. They have a retail store that carries they unique brand of parts 
from triggers to rails. 

Along with their amazing rifles, Phoenix Weaponry showed off its board array of 
suppressors. Included at the show was two suppressed shot guns that knock off 25-30db. It 
allows you to shoot shotgun without hearing protection.

Other rifles integrally suppressed included a Ruger 10/22 all the way up to the higher 
impact hunting calibers. 

A small-town based Colorado Company is disrupting the entire gun manufacturing 
industry. Its designs and its ability to achieve remarkable precision sets it apart from all 
others. Aaron welcomes all to see its base of operations and to view its firearms at its 
Berthoud, Colorado local location.


